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High Tide of Equal Protection:
Justice Raymond L. Sullivan's Opinions in
Serrano and Westbrook

Paul Sabin
During the early 1970s, Justice Raymond L. Sullivan authored some
of the California Supreme Court's most significant equal protection
decisions, cases that addressed central questions about the political and
economic rights of individuals and groups under the California and U.S.
constitutions. In Castro v. State (1970),' Sullivan's opinion helped open
the electoral process to non-English speakers by overturning a state
constitutional provision that conditioned the right to vote on the ability to
pass an English literacy test.2 In Thompson v. Mellon (1973),' Sullivan and
the court similarly found to be unconstitutional a requirement that
candidates in city elections have resided in the city for a minimum period
of time. Calderon v. City of Los Angeles (197 1)Y re-adjusted the balance
of local political power by declaring that political apportionment had to
reflect population figures rather than the number of registered voters.
Sullivan declared in Calderon that apportioning Los Angeles city council
districts based on the number of voters unconstitutionally reduced the
political power of groups with low voter participation. In a major decision
concerning the rights of indigent criminal defendants, Sullivan wrote in In
re Antazo (1970)' that equal protection guarantees protected such a
defendant from serving time in jail for not paying a fine if a solvent
defendant similarly situated could have escaped with payment.
In all these cases, Sullivan marched in step with the national Supreme
Court, whose rulings on literacy tests,6 the rights of indigent defendants,7
and reapportionment' were similarly expanding the scope of equal
protection. Yet two of Sullivan's more innovative rulings, Serrano v.
Priest (1971)9 and Westbrook v. Mihaly (1970),I" led the California court
to farther reaches of equal protection jurisprudence, where the national
court did not follow. Both Serrano and Westbrook implied significant
changes in the structure of government finance in California, most
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importantly in the area of public education. Justice Sullivan's opinion in
Serrano declared unconstitutional the way that California financed its
public schools through the use of local property taxes. Because property
holdings and values varied so greatly among school districts, he held in a
6-1 decision, California's financing system effectively discriminated
against the residents of low-wealth school districts. Serrano provided
school-finance reformers with a major legal victory and also spurred school
finance cases in state courts nationwide. Although the U.S. Supreme Court
effectively overruled Sullivan's opinion in San Antonio IndependentSchool
Districtv. Rodriguez (1973)," Sullivan subsequently broke with the federal
court's interpretation. His opinion in Serrano 11(1976)2 led California and
other state supreme courts in deciding the school finance cases on the basis
of "independent state grounds," i.e., the provisions of state constitutions as
an adequate, independent basis ofjudgment. 3 Because legislative policies
were directly responsible for establishing the financial system and the
inequalities it produced, the school financing scheme could be judged on
the basis of the state constitution's equal protection clauses. 4 California's
school system underwent major financial restructuring as a result of
Serrano I/-significantly affected later, however, by the passage of
Proposition 13 in 1978."
In Westbrook, the court overturned a two-thirds "supermajority"
requirement, specified in the state constitution, for the passage of local
bond issues. Sullivan, writing for a unanimous court, found that the twothirds requirement halved the value of the votes of "yes" voters and thus
infringed on their federally guaranteed equal protection rights. If upheld
by the U. S. Supreme Court, Sullivan's opinion potentially would have
affected hundreds of millions of dollars in bond financing for schools,
parks, and other public facilities in California. The U.S. Supreme Court,
however, overturned the Westbrook ruling in the case Gordon v. Lance
(1971).6 Unlike Serrano, the California court found, a voting rights
decision such as Westbrook had no vitality under "independent state
grounds." The California court's decision had relied solely on the
Fourteenth Amendment. The California constitution itself stipulated the
"supermajority" requirement; and thus, the California Supreme Court
decided the rule could not be invalidated by the state constitution's equal
protection provisions. In light of the ways that Proposition 13 expanded
the two-thirds bulwark against local taxation, Westbrook's demise looms
large over the recent history of California's public sector.
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Both Serrano and Westbrook suggested the reformative social and
economic policy implications of the Fourteenth Amendment. Sullivan's
spirited attacks on wealth discrimination and on barriers to majoritarian
democracy showed how equal protection jurisprudence could redistribute
educational opportunity and facilitate public investment. A history of the
cases and the fate of the decisions also shows how the U.S. Supreme Court,
under the leadership of Chief Justice Warren Burger, rejected these further
extensions of equal protection guarantees in national constitutional law.
Serrano v. Priest
Serrano arose from a growing national awareness of inequalities in the
financing of public school districts in the late 1960s. With schools
financed primarily through local property taxes, varying tax bases meant
that school districts achieved starkly different revenues, even with the same
tax rate. While wealthy Beverly Hills in 1969-70 could tax real property
at a rate of 3.2 percent to raise $1,354 per student, Milpitas could only
manage $724 per student at a tax rate of 7.7 percent. 7 Through such a
system, Sullivan observed in Serrano, "affluent districts can have their
cake and eat it too: they can provide a high quality education for their
children while paying lower taxes. Poor districts, by contrast, have no cake
at all. 8
As educational analysts and legal scholars came to recognize these
inequalities in school financing, they realized that they might challenge the
system through the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The authors of Private Wealth andPublic Education (1970), John Coons,
William Clune III, and Stephen Sugarman, offered the clearest articulation
of this equal protection argument.' 9 Justice Sullivan would rely heavily on
their writings in his opinions. Yet initial efforts to overturn the property
tax financing system were frustrated. Prior to Serrano, the leading federal
equal protection case in this area was Mclnnis v. Shapiro (1968),2 ° in which
a three-judge district court panel dismissed a constitutional challenge to
Illinois' school finance system. The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed without
opinion.
The plaintiffs in Serrano sought to distinguish their case from Mclnnis
by arguing that the latter case had been based on a needs theory, whereby
the school finance system had to take into account the varying needs of the
different children. In contrast, the Serrano plaintiffs-and later Justice
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Sullivan in his opinion-contended that the problem lay in wealth
discrimination between school districts. The taxpayer of a poor district
suffered as much as the student in this financing system. The plaintiffs
called on the government to practice fiscal neutrality. 2' Fiscal neutrality
did not require egalitarianism; rather, neutrality meant only that the link
22
between district wealth and educational quality had to be broken.
Although the Serrano case did not run its full course until Serrano I1
was decided in 1977, Sullivan's 1971 opinion in Serrano I resolved the
case's most important equal protection issues. The California Supreme
Court reversed a trial court judgment sustaining a demurrer and ruled that
the plaintiffs would prevail if they could prove their factual allegations at
trial.23 Sullivan's opinion declared the stark financial inequalities alleged
by the plaintiffs unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment as well
as the state constitution's equal protection clauses. If correctly characterized, he argued, the existing funding scheme "invidiously discriminates
against the poor because it makes the quality of a child's education a
function of the wealth of his parents and neighbors. 24
The Serrano decision stepped beyond the traditional domain of equal
protection jurisprudence-which included property rights, voting rights,
and the criminal process-to identify wealth discrimination as a suspect
category in the area of public educational policy. 5 Affirming the "suspect"
nature of wealth discrimination in education required another innovation
from the California court-education had to be declared a "fundamental
interest."
In Serrano I, Sullivan forcefully argued for the "distinctive and
priceless function of education." To advance the view that education
constituted a fundamental interest, Sullivan pursued the "functionalist"
analysis often characteristic of the California Supreme Court under Chief
Justices Roger Traynor and Donald Wright. 26 Rather than consider
education in the abstract, Sullivan examined how education functioned in
a "modem industrial society" as a "lifeline of both the individual and
society. 27 He argued that education significantly determined "an
individual's chances for economic and social success in our competitive
society," and that education has a "unique influence on a child's development as a citizen and his participation in political and community life. 28
Comparing education to the other "fundamental interests" that the Supreme
Court had already protected against wealth discrimination, Sullivan found
education to be of comparable importance. "Although an individual's
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interest in his freedom is unique," he wrote, referring to earlier decisions
in the area of criminal process, "we think that from a larger perspective,
education may have far greater social significance than a free transcript or
a court-appointed lawyer." Furthermore, he noted, "the analogy between
education and voting is much more direct: both are crucial to participation
in, and the functioning of, a democracy."29 In a forceful affirmation of the
role of free public schools in a democracy, Sullivan concluded his opinion
with a quotation from the educator Horace Mann:
"I believe," [Mann] wrote, "in the existence of a great, immortal
immutable principle of natural law, or natural ethics,-a principle
antecedent to all human institutions, and incapable of being
abrogated by any ordinance of man ... which proves the absolute
right to an education of every human being that comes into the
world, and which, of course, proves the correlative duty of every
government to see that the means of that education are provided
. "30
for all ..
The impact of Sullivan's Serrano I opinion was felt throughout the
nation, and not only in California, prompting many other state courts and
legislatures to restructure the financial mechanisms supporting the public
schools. Time Magazine declared that the decision might be "the most farreaching court ruling on schooling since Brown v. Board of Education in
1954.... .""
In the wake of the ruling, California adjusted its financing system to try
to make it constitutional, while still retaining primarily local control over
school funding and property tax revenues. The state legislature raised the
guaranteed minimum (per average daily attendance) from $355 to $765 for
elementary schools and from $488 to $950 for high schools. The legislature also established revenue limits that allowed districts to levy taxes "at
a rate no higher than would increase its expenditures per pupil over 197273 base revenues by a permitted yearly inflation factor. A district having
a school tax rate which produced revenues in excess of foundation levels
would receive inflation adjustments which decreased in magnitude as those
revenues rose above foundation levels. 32 According to this theory of
"convergence," the limitation on expenditures would bring districts closer
to parity. Districts could easily override these revenue limitations,
however, with a simple majority vote on a popular ballot.
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Legal commentators typically supported the Serrano opinion for its
political and moral position, as much as for its narrower constitutional
reasoning. Some, however, acknowledged the "national disgrace" of public
school financing, and yet still questioned many aspects of the decision,33
for example pointing out the discrepancy between district wealth and
individual wealth, arguing that there was no clear correlation between poor
school districts and poor people. They contended that the Serrano ruling
could badly undermine the interests of poor residents living in city districts
with considerable commercial or industrial property, whether in California
or in other states. San Francisco, New York, and Philadelphia, for
example, had relatively high tax bases and spent more per pupil as
compared to their state averages.14 Income-rich individuals living in
property-poor districts, on the other hand-such as residential suburbs that
had excluded industrial and commercial development-might benefit from
equalization.
Serrano's focus on poor school districts, some commentators noted,
had the similarly ambiguous implication that the declared "constitutional
right to an education" might remain subject to the whims of a school
district's electorate. Unless the state assumed the bulk of the financial
responsibility, as it ultimately did in California following Proposition 13
in 1978, local expenditures per child would still depend on the child's
residence. Living in a district that undervalued education would thus
produce the same effect as residence in a poor district before the ruling.
Focusing on poor districts rather than children's needs meant that many
children might not benefit from a ruling about taxpayers and school
districts.35
Other scholars asked whether education was truly a "fundamental"
interest, and, if so, how it differed from other governmental services, like
police and fire protection, that are also often inequitably provided to poor
people. Sullivan's opinion called education unique, and contended that the
unique conjuncture of wealth discrimination and education made the
system unconstitutional. While he would "intimate no views on other
governmental services," Sullivan suggested through a reference to Hawkins
v. Town of Shaw (197 1)36 that wealth discrimination might be unconstitutional in other instances as well.37 Some commentators viewed this
ambiguity as a potential opportunity for further extension of the equal
protection doctrine; perhaps equality could be mandated in other areas of
governmental activity as well as in education.
Others viewed with
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disapproval the prospect that equal protection guarantees might be applied
to other areas of governance. Where would it stop? Had the court declared
that taxation must be proportional or progressive in order to be constitutional? Was the court correct in calling for equal, rather than minimum,
protection in education?39
Although Serrano I had been based primarily on federal equal
protection guarantees, by the time the case came before the California
Supreme Court again (following the trial court's ruling) cut some of those
federal guarantees had been stripped away: In April 1974, the U.S.
Supreme Court had ruled against the school finance reformers in San
Antonio Independent School Districtv. Rodriguez.4' The Rodriguez case
involved similar arguments to Serrano and a comparably structured school
finance system. The federal court opinion, written by Justice Powell,
declared that classifications on the basis of wealth were not inherently
suspect and that education was not a fundamental interest. Therefore the
San Antonio school finance system should be reviewed under the lenient
basis of "rationality" rather than "strict scrutiny." The national court
declared the system acceptable because it met a rational goal of increasing
local control.
Because of the U.S. court's ruling in Rodriguez, Justice Sullivan's
opinion in Serrano II (1976)y' based the California court's decision on the
California state constitution. A footnoted reference in Serrano I to the
California court's landmark Kirchner decision (1965)42 had laid the
groundwork for a ruling independent of Rodriguez. Sullivan announced in
Serrano Ilthat "our state equal protection provisions, while 'substantially
the equivalent of the guarantees contained in the Fourteenth Amendment
to the United States Constitution, are possessed of an independent vitality
which, in a given case, may demand an analysis different from that which
would obtain if only the federal standard were applicable."43 This decision
to part ways with Rodriguez proved more controversial than Sullivan's
opinion in SerranoL In Serrano II the California court affirmed the trial
court's ruling with a mere 4-3 majority. With Serrano 111 (1977),4
Sullivan's final opinion for the court, Sullivan concluded the California
Supreme Court's involvement with the case and his own distinguished
judicial career. Serrano III affirmed the trial court's award of $800,000 in
fees under the private attorney general theory, whereby plaintiffs acting as
private attorneys general could recover attorneys' fees for vindicating
important constitutional rights. SerranoIII declined to follow the U.S.
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Supreme Court, which had denied fees in Alyeska Pipeline Co. v. Wilderness Society (1975)," though that decision had dealt with federal rather
than state courts.46
Sullivan's Serrano II opinion affirmed the ruling of the trial court
judge, Bernard Jefferson. Despite legislative changes made to California's
school financing system, including an increase in the money distributed by
the state, the court found that the financing methods remained unconstitutional. The system, Sullivan wrote, would "continue to generate school
revenue in proportion to the wealth of the individual district. 4 7 While
strict equality in per pupil expenditures was not mandated, equal educational opportunity,
requires that all school districts possess an equal ability in terms of
revenue to provide students with substantially equal opportunities
for learning. The system before the court fails in this respect, for
it gives high-wealth districts a substantial advantage in obtaining
higher quality staff, program expansion and variety, beneficial
teacher-pupil ratios and class sizes, modern equipment and
materials, and high-quality buildings.4"
The inequality between basic-aid and equalization-aid districts, and the
continuing ability of districts to raise additional money through voted
overrides, meant that this equal educational opportunity did not exist.
Sullivan upheld Jefferson's guideline of a $100 band (adjusted for
inflation) that would serve as the measure for whether educational
opportunity differed significantly between school districts. The court gave
the state a six-year period to bring the school system into compliance with
the state constitution's equal protection guarantees. While the court did not
specify what funding system the state should implement, it suggested a
number of possible strategies for achieving compliance, including full state
funding, the redesign of the school districts around equal property bases,
and what was called "district power equalizing" whereby local taxes would
be redistributed by the state among the different school districts, depending
on their tax rate.49
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Westbrook v. Mihaly
The California court's decision in Serrano II applied the equal
protection provisions of the California constitution to the state's school
system. With Rodriguez and the defeat of school finance litigation in the
federal courts, state courts around the country were forced to rely on the
state constitutions for judicial support. They could do so partly because all
50 state constitutions had specific provisions regarding education,
Rulings on other
something that the federal Constitution lacked.5
lacked the moral
they
partly
because
follow
governmental services did not
imperative that education claimed as well as this state constitutional
support. Sullivan's opinion had drawn a thick line around education as a
unique interest, thus creating barriers to other wealth discrimination
arguments.
Sullivan had clearly stated that the constitution's education clauses
were not the basis for the court's decision in SerranoH.' The ruling on
independent state grounds had been triggered instead by the state
legislature's statutory intervention in the educational finance system. Other
constitutional issues lacking such statutory involvement were covered
solely by federal equal protection guarantees and could not be protected by
the state constitution. Voting rights, for example, in the case of Westbrook
v. Mihaly, could not be protected by the California constitution when the
infringement on those rights also lay within the state constitution.
The story of Westbrook v. Mihaly, another Sullivan equal protection
ruling from the early 1970s, illustrates how the Burger Court rapidly
blocked the progressive expansion of the equal protection doctrine to other
matters of government finance. In Westbrook, a unanimous California
Supreme Court held that bond votes that required two-thirds majorities, as
mandated by the state constitution, violated federal equal protection
guarantees. Westbrook revealed the limitations of state judicial innovation
in an area of law that depended on federally guaranteed rights. The federal
court summarily dismissed Sullivan's Westbrook decision, based on the
court's recent opinion in Gordon v. Lance.
Westbrook v. Mihaly, and its companion case Adams v. Mihaly,
challenged a California constitutional provision, contained in Article XI,
section 18, that mandated supermajorities for the passage of municipal
bond measures. The specific cases resulted from the defeat of two San
Francisco bond proposals for schools, parks and recreational facilities in
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November 1969. The bond measures had fallen short of the two-thirds
requirement though the majority of the electorate had approved the
measures with votes of 52.3 and 56.8 percent. Sullivan's opinion declared
that the two-thirds requirement violated the federal equal protection clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment by giving negative voters twice the voting
power of those people voting in the affirmative. For future bond votes, a
simple majority of the voters would suffice, the court ruled.
Sullivan authored an eloquent attack on the supermajority requirement,
denying that it was necessary for sound policymaking:
Respondents imply that the two-thirds vote requirement is all that
stands between the state and either immediate financial catastrophe
or ultimate collapse of its political subdivisions under crushing
burdens of debt foolishly incurred by reckless or malevolent
popular majorities. There is no support for respondents' position.52
Rather, Sullivan found more persuasive the petitioners' arguments that
times had changed, and, with them, so had the state's compelling interest.
Approaching the case through the California court's functionalist analysis,
Sullivan suggested that the respondents confused the "general principle of
debt control and the particular technique of an extraordinary majority vote
requirement."" A supermajority requirement may have been justified by
the economic conditions of the 1870s, when a nationwide economic
depression sparked the wave of municipal bankruptcies that led to the
insertion of the two-thirds requirement into the state constitution of 1879.
Yet since that "chaotic period," Sullivan argued, "virtually every factor
which may have been relevant ... has since been altered dramatically."54
The quality and integrity of governmental and financial administration had
improved tremendously, and the institutions of the bond market discouraged unsound bond sales. Full and accurate financial and legal information
on the bond sales was readily available to prospective buyers. In short,
Sullivan declared, remarkable progress in municipal governance made the
safeguard no longer necessary:
We consider it fanciful to argue, in the absence of any evidence,
that a majority of this electorate, better educated and with access
to far more sources of information than its counterpart of a century
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ago, is so incapable of mature judgment that it will bankrupt itself
through indiscriminate borrowing.
Holding the two-thirds vote requirement to this compelling interest
measurement, Sullivan noted that he had seen no evidence that it produced
greater fiscal security. Despite the fact that most states did not require a
two-thirds vote, the respondents had shown "no data indicating more
frequent bond defaults, lower credit ratings, or extravagant public projects
in those states." 5
Sullivan's engagement with the problems of municipal governance in
the late twentieth century led him to a passionate defense of the equal
importance of government action as opposed to stasis:
This justification for the extraordinary majority requirement rests
on the premise that a decision to undertake a project such as the
construction of schools and playgrounds is qualitatively different
from a decision not to do so. This, in turn, is based on the
assumption that spending money is a more serious matter than not
spending it and, consequently, must be justified whereas frugality
is self-justifying. A predisposition to thrift may serve a man well.
It does not, however, justify governmental inertia, especially when
government is faced with critical social problems demanding
urgent and sometimes costly remedies. There is no presumption
in favor of inaction.56
Property owners did not need the supermajority requirement to protect
them, he argued, because they were not " a beleaguered minority" bearing
the burden of bonds for the rest of the population. Rather, a "substantial
majority of the registered voters in California own their own homes" and
those who do not pay property taxes directly do so through their rent.
Thus, the "probability of a property-owning minority being subjected to
confiscatory taxation by the unbridled appetites of the propertyless masses
is no more than 'theoretically imaginable.""'
Sullivan criticized the attempt to make analogies between the
California provision and other American institutional arrangements that
eschew majoritarianism, such as unanimous jury verdicts or the two-thirds
requirements for impeachment. State-imposed inequalities in voting power
could not be justified through reference to other distinct institutions. Nor
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was it relevant to point to the internal procedures of legislative bodies, for
they "involve no dilution of the individual exercise of the franchise which
is at issue here."Ss
Finally, Sullivan pointed out that his opinion did not uniformly
invalidate all extraordinary vote requirements outside the legislative
process. Rather, it was necessary to demonstrate only that they promote a
compelling state interest. A supermajority requirement to alter the
constitution, he argued, could meet such a standard of compelling interest.
Editorial response from California's major newspapers generally
supported Westbrook, seeing it as part of the progressive evolution of equal
protection jurisprudence. "The State Supreme Court recognized 20th
century economic conditions" enthused the Sacramento Bee. "Its decision
will be a boon for hard-pressed local governments-particularly school
districts-which have been struggling to keep up with the needs of modem
society." The supermajority requirement, the Bee wrote, "was inconsistent
with the spirit of a democratic society which places each citizen's vote on
an equal pedestal."59 The San Francisco Chronicle observed that the court
"was clearly on sound grounds" in finding the rule unconstitutional. "The
taxpayer," the Chronicle noted, "will pray that the court is no less sound in
attributing fiscal wisdom and prudence to the modem electorate." 60 The
Los Angeles Times accepted the decision as a logical outcome of "the trend
that it not be used as an
of recent constitutional rulings" while warning
61
excuse to delay statewide property tax relief.
As with Serrano, legal commentators divided over how they viewed
Sullivan's opinion. Some saw the Westbrook ruling as a simple extension
of the reapportionment cases of the U.S. Supreme Court. "The function of
this decision" declared one author, "should be to better protect the
individual voter from encroachment of his vote by any method. The
burden has merely shifted to the state, when challenged on a particular
extraordinary majority provision, to justify and bear the burden of proof of
any deviations from the rule of equal voting power for individual
citizens. 62 Supporters agreed with Sullivan that the voters could be clearly
classified by the manner in which they voted. Since only school districts
were typically restricted to the general obligation bonds that required twothirds approval, the class discriminated against could be even more
narrowly defined as "that portion of the electorate which favors increased
budgetary expenditures for educational facilities." Local governments
could finance other activities through mechanisms such as multi-year
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contracts, special districts, joint authority financing, or lease financing, but
these methods were not legally available to school districts.63
Critics thought that Westbrook rested "on dubious constitutional
reasoning." The court should not have applied the strict scrutiny of an
exacting equal protection test, according to this analysis. The extraordinary
majority requirement did not deny individual voters equal influence over
the election's outcome and did not abridge any group's separate constitutional rights to equal treatment. Interestingly, even some critics of the
court's reasoning thought that "Westbrook's practical consequences may
prove sound and salutary," aiding local government's ability to meet its
financial needs."
The Westbrook decision would have had substantial implications for
public expenditures in the early 1970s as well as today. According to the
Los Angeles Times, there were 175 school bond issues on the ballot in
California in 1967-68. Ninety-two percent of these bond measures won a
majority, yet only 45 percent received the necessary two-thirds vote legally
required for passage. If the supermajority rule had been eliminated, the
method could
school districts that relied most heavily on this financing
6
have raised money to meet their needs more easily.
Within a year, however, Westbrook had been reversed by the U.S.
Supreme Court. Chief Justice Warren Burger wrote the Court's opinion in
the West Virginia case Gordon v. Lance that upheld the supermajority
requirement." Burger argued that the supermajority requirement did not
discriminate against any "discrete and insular minority" as in earlier
Supreme Court voting rights cases (Gray v. Sanders67 and Ciprianov. City
of Houma68 ). He argued that nothing required that a majority always
prevail on every issue and that United States institutions had many
examples of nonmajoritarian provisions. Burger cited many of the rules,
including impeachment and ratification of treaties, that Sullivan had
dismissed in his opinion for being irrelevant to the case of a general
election. Unlike Sullivan, who contended that government stasis should
not be privileged over action, Burger maintained that fiscal frugality
deserved special protection. By voting to issue bonds, he argued, "voters
are committing, in part, the credit of infants and of generations yet unborn,
and some restriction on such commitment is not an unreasonable
demand."69
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Serrano, Westbrook, and California History
Coming as the United States Supreme Court pulled back on the equal
protection front, Sullivan's opinions in Serrano and Westbrook marked the
outermost boundaries of a national equal protection revolution. Gordon v.
Lance and San Antonio Independent School Districtv. Rodriguez revealed
the hostility of the Burger Court to further expanding federal equal
protection rights under the Fourteenth Amendment, particularly when such
an extension might result in a redistribution of wealth and public services
within American society. Through the federalism of the United States
court system, the Burger Court's chilly attitude toward equal protection,
expressed in these and other cases, sent shock waves back through the state
courts.
As a California court dominated by liberals increasingly diverged from
the more conservative national Supreme Court during the 1970s, the
struggle over the relative independence or deference appropriate to state
constitutional interpretation sparked a contentious debate within the state
court and among members of the public. To what extent could the
California court continue to expand the rights of individuals solely on the
basis of the California constitution? Sullivan's Serrano II opinion asserted
the "independent vitality" of state constitutional provisions.70 The more
conservative members of the state court in the mid-to-late 1970s, Justices
Clark, Richardson, and McComb, pointed to the national court's restrictive
decisions and argued for the uniform interpretation of similar state and
federal constitutional provisions. Thus, in his SerranoII dissent, Richardson referred to his previous repudiation of the "independent state grounds"
doctrine in People v. Disbrow (1976, dissenting opinion) and suggested that
"we might defer to the Rodriguez equal protection analysis rather than
create our own different interpretation of substantially identical constitutional language.""
While the fiercest controversy raged over the California court's
independent decisions on the death penalty and the rights of criminal
defendants, the different fates of Sullivan's Serrano and Westbrook
opinions revealed some of the opportunities and the limitations of
jurisprudence based on independent state grounds. Protected by state
constitutional doctrine, Serrano survived to bring about the restructuring
of California's school finance system. In contrast, the ghost of Westbrook
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haunted California's struggling public sector, particularly in the area of
public education.
In addition to demarcating some of the farthest reaches of equal
protection jurisprudence into the areas of wealth discrimination and voting
rights, the paths from Serrano and Westbrook also led directly forward to
Proposition 13 in 1978 and the ensuing struggle to sustain the financing of
local government in California. Serrano's equalization requirements for
the schools combined with Proposition 13's property tax limitation to
provoke a switch from local to primarily state financing for public
education. With Westbrook overturned, the authors of Proposition 13
expanded the use of the two-thirds vote requirement in what Justice Stanley
Mosk would call a "fundamentally undemocratic" curtailment of revenueraising by local governmental entities.72
Some have argued that by inciting a political reaction among California
taxpayers the Serrano decision was partially responsible for the passage of
Proposition 13. Thus in a provocative essay entitled "Did Serrano Cause
Proposition 13?" the economist William Fischel claims that Serrano broke
the positive relationship between the property tax and local economic
benefits, leading many voters to support Proposition 13 when they had
rejected tax-limiting initiatives in 1968 and 1972 by 2-1 margins. While
Fischel does not prove that a sufficient number of voters consciously
associated Serrano with the antitax initiative, he points to the general
absence of resistance to the proposition from high-wealth districts that
might have rejected the proposed constraints on their financial autonomy.
So long as local property taxes poured into the local schools, the property
tax initiative did not have a critical mass of supporters. With Serrano,
Fischel argues, "households in wealthy communities.., would find that the
property tax was a deadweight loss to them" rather than "a virtual fee for
public school services. '73 According to such reasoning, with Proposition
13 California voters implicitly repudiated Justice Sullivan's normative
assumption that the schools should be financed by taxation based on
"ability to pay." By limiting the government's ability to redistribute
educational resources and thus successfully implement Serrano, the
California electorate instead asserted a "benefit" rationale for property
taxation, i.e., that people should pay only for the public educational
services that they receive.74
While the causal connection between Serrano and Proposition 13
remains only hypothetical, there has been an unmistakable decline in
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spending on California's public school system following Serrano and
Proposition 13. An evaluation of Sullivan's opinion in Serrano must also
consider the subsequent history of school financing in California. In
answering the court's call for greater equality in the financing of the
schools, would California raise the lowest spending levels, lower the
highest, or both?
According to a 1994-95 report, California had plunged from fifth in
1965 to a rank of fortieth among the states in current per pupil expenditures
for public elementary and secondary schools.75 In the current financing
system, the state's public schools rely on the state for 88 percent of their
revenue. This centralized structure limits local control over finances and
leaves the schools vulnerable to a downturn in the state economy. Sharp
limitations on local taxing discretion, including the mandated two-thirds
requirement for bond measures, partially constrain localities from raising
additional funds for the schools. Revenue limits help narrow discrepancies
between the amounts school districts spend per pupil.
Commentators generally agree that official expenditures became more
equal in the decade following Serrano H. With the centralization of
funding at the state-level, over 90 percent of California students are
reported to be within the inflation-adjusted band set by SerranoI1. The
remaining students typically receive expenditures above the band." Yet
the connection between more equal funding levels and educational
achievement remains less clear. Some studies of the California schools
have noted that interdistrict achievement levels did not change measurably,
even though state financing did. This continuing disparity in achievement
can be partially blamed on the ability of wealthier districts to evade
revenue limits through unofficial supplements. Additional local taxes,
approved by two-thirds of the voters, can help finance specific projects like
construction, smaller student-teacher ratios, or the rewiring of classes.
Localities can also raise millions of dollars through local education
foundations, collect fees and gate receipts for athletics, or draw on
computer donations and charitable golf tournaments. The changing
composition of students in poorer districts is another factor: In the districts
that were poorer before Serrano II, the mean percentage of AFDC
recipients rose from 13.75 to 15.23 percent and the percentage of nonnative English speakers also rose significantly.77
Sullivan's Westbrook opinion figured prominently in California school
financing following the passage of Proposition 13 in 1978. Proposition
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13's two-thirds voting requirements restricted the ability of local governments to raise taxes for school construction and maintenance, as well as for
other public services. When the California court was asked to interpret the
legality of Proposition 13 and its supermajority voting requirements for
taxation, the court's liberal wing salvaged what it could from Westbrook,
but was ultimately constrained by the Supreme Court's decision of Gordon
v. Lance, which reversed the Westbrook doctrine. In several cases, the
court upheld two-thirds requirements while seeking to limit their application. Thus in Los Angeles County Transportation Commission v. George
U Richmond (1982) 7" the court construed narrowly the definition of
"special districts" to which the two-thirds requirement applied. Writing for
the court, Justice Stanley Mosk argued that while Gordon v. Lance made
clear that the supermajority stipulation did not offend federal equal
protection requirements, Westbrook had established the principle that the
supermajority requirement should be avoided whenever possible.
Consequently, Mosk declared, any infringement on majoritarian democracy
should be "strictly construed and ambiguities resolved in favor of
permitting voters of cities, counties and 'special districts' to enact 'special
taxes' by a majority rather than a two-thirds vote."'79 Richmond upheld the
passage of a sales tax by the Los Angeles County Transportation Commission, arguing that since the commission lacked the ability to levy a property
tax, it did not constitute a special district. Shortly after Richmond, the court
similarly contended in City and County of San Francisco v. Farrell
(1982),'o also written by Justice Mosk, that the term "special taxes"
similarly needed to be defined narrowly so as to limit Proposition 13's
impingement on majoritarian democracy."1 (With Rider v. County of San
Diego [ 1991 ],82 the Lucas Court would later substitute broad acceptance of
the two-thirds voting requirement for Justice Sullivan and Justice Mosk's
restrictive interpretations of when the rule could impinge on majoritarian
democracy.)
Serrano and Westbrook reflected a judicial approach that interpreted
the law in the context of a larger social vision. The decisions illustrated the
potential for significant judicially mandated redistribution of wealth and
opportunity through the equal protection doctrine. In Serrano, the court
squarely took on an example of stark educational inequality, while
cautiously clothing the decision in restrained constitutional garb. Justice
Sullivan's opinion helped raise searching questions about the potential for
equal protection litigation to challenge wealth discrimination both in and
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out of the schools. Could equal protection guarantees be extended from
education to apply to wealth discrimination in other areas of government
action? Was education so much more fundamental than other governmental services, such as police and fire protection, that notoriously are often
inadequately provided to poorer areas? Was there a basis for challenging
other forms of taxation that fall more heavily upon the poor than upon
others in society, such as a regressive sales tax?
Westbrook posed less complicated constitutional questions than
Serrano, but the ruling's financial implications were no less sweeping. In
June 1986, with the passage of Proposition 46, California's school districts
regained the authority to issue general obligation bonds that they had
initially lost with the passage of Proposition 13. According to a tally
made by the Association of California School Administrators, between
1986 and June 1995, California voters gave two-thirds approval to 170 of
the 371 school-bond measures that came before them, a 45.8 percent rate
of success. If the simple majority that Westbrook required had been
sufficient, the approval rate would have doubled to 90.6 percent; a total of
336 of the bond measures would have passed, and many millions of
additional dollars would have flowed into the California schools."
In their day, the Serrano and Westbrook decisions logically extended
contemporary jurisprudence and received solid 6-1 and 7-0 support from
the California Supreme Court. Yet the past 25 years of popular politics and
equal protection jurisprudence have turned sharply away from the
principles embodied in Justice Sullivan's eloquent opinions. 5 Serranoand
Westbrook remain behind like the sculpted seashells left by a receding tide.
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